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ON THE STRUCTURE OF WEAKLY COMPACT SUBSETS

OF HILBERT SPACES AND APPLICATIONS

TO THE GEOMETRY OF BANACH SPACES

BY

S. ARGYROS AND V. FARMAKI

Abstract. A characterization of weakly compact subsets of a Hubert space, when

they are considered as subsets of B-spaces with an unconditional basis, is given. We

apply this result to renorm a class of reflexive ß-spaces by defining a norm

uniformly convex in every direction. We also prove certain results related to the

factorization of operators. Finally, we investigate the structure of weakly compact

subsets of /.'(ju).

Introduction. A compact set is said to be uniformly Eberlein compact (U.E.C.) if it

is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of a Hubert space.

The class of U.E.C. sets has been introduced by Benyamini and Starbird in [4].

That paper contains an example of an Eberlein compact set (i.e. a weakly compact

subset of c0(T)) which is not U.E.C. Later Benyamini, Rudin and Wage [5] proved

interesting stability properties for U.E.C. sets such as: The continuous Hausdorff

image of a U.E.C. set is also U.E.C, and for any U.E.C. set K the set MX(K) is also

U.E.C. in the w*-topology. In the same paper an internal topological characteriza-

tion for U.E.C. sets was given. This result plays an important role in the proof of our

results and its statement is given in the section of preliminaries (Proposition 0.3).

The present paper continues the study of U.E.C. sets. We prove a structure

property for U.E.C. sets which are considered as subsets of /¿-spaces with an

unconditional basis. This property, which also characterizes the U.E.C. sets, is,

roughly speaking, a summability condition for the elements of the set. The statement

of the result is as follows:

Theorem A (1.8). Let X be a B-space with an unconditional basis {xy: y g Y} and

let K be a weakly compact subset of X. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) The set K is U.E.C.

(2) For every e > 0 there exists a decomposition {Fj*': m G N} of Y and a sequence

{k(m): m g N} of natural members such that for any x G K

cardjy G Y^: \x*(x)\ > e\ < k(m).
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The result is immediate when K is considered as a weakly compact subset of a

Hubert space.

The proof of this theorem is given in the first section of the paper. We prove it for

the special case X = c0(Y) (Theorem 1.7). The proof strongly depends on the set

¿>(K) introduced by Definition 1.1 and proceeds with the following two main steps.

First, we show that, for any U.E.C. subset of c0(Y), the set co(S(K)) is also U.E.C.

Second, we work with this set which has richer structure than the original K and we

obtain the desired result. The proof of the general case can be easily obtained by

using the above result. Applying Theorem 1.7 we get a simplification of the example

of Benyamini and Starbird [4] mentioned above (Example 1.10). This simplification

also has been derived by an earlier unpublished work of the first named author in

cooperation with S. Merkourakis.

In the second section we study the relation of U.E.C. sets with certain renormings

of /¿-spaces. The main result proved here is Theorem 2.3 which states:

Theorem B. Every reflexive B-space X, with its unit ball Sxa U.E.C. set, admits an

equivalent norm uniformly convex in every direction.

The definition of U.C.E.D. norm is given in the section of the preliminaries while

certain results related to such norms, due to Troyanski, are given in the beginning of

the second section.

The precise relation between ß-spaces, containing only U.E.C. weakly compact

subsets and possible renormings of them by an equivalent uniformly convex in

every direction norm, is not yet clear. Besides Theorem B we investigate this relation

by using an example (Example 2.7) and we state some related questions.

In the third section we introduce the class of uniformly weakly compact operators

and we prove that any such operator can be factorized through a reflexive 5-space

admitting an equivalent uniformly convex in every direction norm. We also improve

certain results of Davis, Figiel, Johnson and Pelczynski [6].

Finally, in the fourth section we show that every weakly compact subset of L}(p)

is U.E.C.

Preliminaries. If Y is a set we denote its cardinality by card(T) or |T|. For a subset

A of T we denote the indicator or characteristic function corresponding to the set A

by IA. Below we state two combinatorial lemmas. They are both used in the proof of

the main result of this paper.

0.1. Lemma [17]. Let {A¡: i g /} be an uncountable family of finite sets. Then there

exists an uncountable subset I' of I and a finite set A such that for any two ix + i2

elements of I' we have A, PA,  = A.

0.2. Lemma [3]. For any two natural numbers k, X and any family {A¡: i = 1,..., kx}

of sets with card(Aj) < X, there exists a subset I of {!,...,k) with card / = k so that

for ix =£ i2 elements of I we have ix G A¡ .

The following proposition is an internal characterization of the U.E.C. sets and it

is similar to the corresponding characterization for Eberlein compact sets proved by
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Rosenthal in [16]. Before the statement of the proposition we give some related

definitions.

A family of sets {Vs: 8 g A} separates the points of a given set K if, for any

x, y g K, x # y, there exists o g A so that IVs(x) ¥= Iv¡¡(y)- The family { Vs: 8 g A}

is pointwise countable (finite) if every x belongs to countably (finitely) many

elements of the family. The family {Vs: Sei) is /c-finite for, a given natural

number k, if any x belongs to at most k elements of the family.

0.3. Proposition [5]. A compact set K is U.E.C. iff there exists a family {Vs:

8 g A} of open Fa subsets of K so that:

(i) The family {Vs: 8 g A} separates the points of K.

(ii) There exists a decomposition of A into a sequence { A„ }"=1 and natural numbers

{k(n)}^_xso that A „is k(n )-finite.

For a set Y we denote by c0(r) the /¿-space of all functions/on T such that for all

e > 0 the set {y G Y: |/(y)| > e} is finite. The norm on c0(r) is the sup norm. Also,

l2(Y) denotes the Hubert space of all functions / on T such that ||/|| =

(Eyer|/(y)|2)1/2 < oo. In the sequel we denote the function I,y] by ey. A family

{xy: y G Y} in a 5-space Xis an unconditional basis provided that it generates the

space X and, for any {x ,.. .,xy } finite subset of Y, {a,-}"_i real numbers and

{«/Kliei-l,!}»,  "

La, H e,a,Xy,

Our notation and terminology for /¿-spaces and operators defined on them are those

of [14].

0.4. Definition. A /¿-space X is said to be uniformly convex in every direction

(U.C.E.D.) iff, for all sequences {x„}™_x, {y„}f=x such that ||jc„|| < 1, |[y„J| < 1,

\\x„ + y„\\ "*■ 2 and x„ - y„ = X„z, it follows that X„ -* 0 .

U.C.E.D. /¿-spaces were introduced by Garkavi [11]. Their structure has been

studied by Day, James, and Swaminathan [7], Zizler [20], and Troyanski [18, 19].

Every separable /¿-space admits an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm [7], but Kutzarova

and Troyanski in [13] gave an example of a reflexive /¿-space not admitting an

equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. Also, any B-space which is U.C.E.D. satisfies the fixed

point property [20].

1.1. Definition. In the sequel for any subset K of c0(Y) we will denote by ê(K)

the set

S(K)= {x g c0(T): 3y g K, such that \x\ = \y\}

and by Sx( K) the set

SX(K) = {x g x0(r)': By g K, such that |x| < |y|}.

Here ]jc| denotes the element of c0(Y) with |x|(y) = \x(y)\ and x<y denotes

coordinatewise order.

Clearly, the definitions of <o(K), $X(K) can be extended in the case of /¿-spaces

with an unconditional basis.
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The following result is due to Abramovich [1].

1.2. Proposition. For any weakly compact subset K of a B-space with an uncondi-

tional basis, the sets S(K),êx (K) are also weakly compact.

One of our purposes is to prove a corresponding result when K is a U.E.C. subset

of c°(T).

1.3. Proposition. Let K be a weakly compact subset of c0(Y). If K is U.E.C, then

the set S( K ) is also U. E.C.

In order to prove it we use the following lemma.

1.4. Lemma. Consider K, a weakly compact subset of l2(A), and {V,}t£T, a

pointwise countable family of open Fa subsets of K, so that 0 G Vt for all t G T.

Then there exists a family {£/s }SeA of open Fa subsets of K such that:

(1) Foi each 8 in A there exists t g T so that the set V, contains the set Us.

(2) For each t in T there exists a countable subset A' of A such that

F, = U{c4:ôgA'}.

(3) A = \Jkc_xAk, where for each k g N the family {i/s}SeA is n(k)-finite for some

n(k) g N.

Proof. We assume \\x\\ < 1 for all x g K. For every x in Vt we choose a basic

open neighborhood Wx of x contained in Vr With no loss of generality we may

assume that Wx has the form

Wx = [y G K: \y(X))-x(X])\<ex,i=l,...,nx},

where «A g N, Av = {A*}",^ is a finite subset of A, and ex is a rational number.

Furthermore, setting Mx = {Xx: \x(Xx,)\ > 0}, we assume that tx has been chosen so

that |x(A)| > ex/2 for all X g Mx. We notice that because of the property 0 G Wx

the set Mx is nonempty.

Each V, is Lindelöf; hence, there exist countably many elements of it, say

{<}~=1,sothat
00

n=l

Claim. For a fixed finite subset M of A and a fixed k g N, the set

L = {/ g T: Mx, = M}

is at most countable.

Proof of the Claim. Suppose on the contrary that there exist k, M such that the

corresponding set L is uncountable. For each / g L we set Dt = AX,\M. Applying

Lemma 0.1 to the family {D, },e/, we get an uncountable subset I of L and a subset

D of A with Dt P Dln = D for any distinct elements tx, t2 of /. We also assume that,

for any t, t' g /, ex, = ex,; = e, and that \x'k(X) - xk(X)\ < e/2 for each X g M. Fix

10 g / and consider the set

T0= (A g A:x;"(À)*0}
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which clearly is at most countable. Hence there is an uncountable /, c I with

Dj P T0 c D for any / g Ix. We can easily see that the element x'k° belongs to the set

Wx, for all t g Ix. Hence there are uncountably many V, with nonempty intersection.

This contradicts our assumptions and the proof of the Claim is complete.

Consequently, for each finite subset M of A and any k g N, the set

{ Wx, : Mx, = M}

is at most countable. We enumerate this as

{W(M,r):r G N).

Define A = T X N and Us = Wx, where 8 = (t, k). It is easy to see that the family

{Us: 8 g A} satisfies the desired properties (1) and (2) of the statement of the

lemma. It remains to show the last one. For this purpose, define

A(k,m,l,r) = [s = (t,k):ex[ > 1/m, \Mx[\= I, Wx, = W(M, /•)].

Obviously,

A = D{A(k,m, l,r): (k, m, l, r) G N4}.

For any m, l g N, we denote by s(m, I) the cardinality of the set

{Ac {l,...,m2 + l):|^|=/}.

We claim that the family {Us: 8 g A(k, m, I, r)} is s(m, /)-finite.

To see this we choose, whenever it exists, element y of K with

s(m,l)

y=    H   U8i   fox{8x,...,8s(ml)}czA(k,m,l,r).
, = i

Then there exists {A„.. .,Am2+1} c \J^LmxJ)Mxi„ where S, = (r„ k¡). Also |y(A,)| >

1/m for all / = l,...,m2 + 1; hence, we get

ILvll=( E WA)

This is a contradiction and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Before the proof of Proposition 1.3 we introduce some more notation for the sake

of simplicity.

Notation. We fix an enumeration {(a„, b„): « g N} of the open intervals with

rational ends such that 0 G [a„, b„\. Let K be a subset of c0(T).

For any (y, «) in y X N, we set

v(y.n)= {x^K-x(y)^(a„,b„)}.

The family {V(y n): (y, n) g Y X N} satisfies the following properties.

(i) Each V(y n) is an open Fa subset of K and does not contain the zero element.

(ii) It separates the points of K.

(iii) It is pointwise countable.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. We may assume that the set K satisfies x(y) > 0 for

any x g K, y g Y. (Otherwise we consider the mapping G: K -» Kx, defined by

1/2 m¿ + l v¿

E Lv(A,)| > i.
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G(x) = \x\, which is continuous, and by [5] the set Kx = G[K] is U.E.C. It is clear

thatS(K) = S'(Kx).)

Consider a homeomorphism/: K -* l2(A) so that ||/(jc)|| < 1 for any x ^ K and

/(0) = 0. In the sequel, V(y n) are subsets of K as in the previous notation. The

family {f[V(y n)]: (y, n) g Y X N} is pointwise countable and separates the points

of the set f[K]. Hence this family satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.4, so there

exists another family {AS}S(E¡Í of open Fa subsets of f[K] which satisfies the

conclusions of Lemma 1.4.

Set Us =f~1[As]. It is clear that the families {V{yn): (y, n) g Y X N} and

{í/a}ÍGi satisfy properties (1), (2) and (3) of the conclusion of Lemma 1.4.

For any x g Us, 8 g A, we choose an open neighborhood Vx of x contained in Us

which, furthermore, has the form

Vx = {y G K:y(yx) G (cf, df),i = l,...,nx},

where, for 1 < i < nx and y,Y g Y, cf and df are rational numbers such that they are

both positive in the case x(yx) > 0 and cf = -df otherwise.

Each Us is contained in some of the sets V( n); therefore, for each S g A and

x g Us, there exists (y, «) so that y* = y for some 1 < i < nx, and (cf, df) is a

subset of (a„, b„).

For each 5 G A the set Us is Lindelöf so there exists a countable subset {x(8, /x):

/i g N) of Us so that Us = U^nF^,.

For x G K and i G {-1,1}"*, we define

Vf = {t<=é?(K):i(y,x) g (s(i)cf,s(i)df),i = 1,...,«,}.

We set

£= (^l:«e4,).6N,ie {-1,1}"—}

and we claim that E separates the points of cf(K). Indeed, for xx, x2 in <o(K) with

x\ ^ x2 we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. \xx\ =£ \x2\.

Then there exists a set of the form V( , so that lv (\xx\) + Iv (\x2[). Hence,

there is x(8, (i) so that Iv (\xx\)i=Iv (\x2\) and, choosing a suitable 5 g

{-1,1 }"««.!.>, we conclude that

Iv      (x\) ^ ^i/-      (■*;>)•

Case 2. \xx\ = |jc2|-

In this case there exists y in Y with 0 ¥= xx(y) = -x2(y). We may assume that

*i(y) > 0- Hence there is, for « g N, xx(y) g (an, èn), equivalently xx G F(y ,0

while x2 G F( „(. It is immediate that there is (8, jti) g A X N such that xx g Vx(S¡í)

and x2 í FV(S íl).

We define a decomposition of £ as follows:

For (A:, ¡x, l) g N3 and i g {-1,1}' we set

E(k,p,l,s)= (^SeA^G {-1,1}'}-
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Recall that the family {Us: ô g Ak) is n(k)-f'mite. We claim that the family

E(k, u, /, s) is also «(&)-finite.

Indeed if there existsy g H?!*'^« , then there also exists an x g AT with |y| = x

and x g r\?Lk?Vx(ï ¡¿y The last implies that H'fi^Ug * 0. This contradiction estab-

lishes the Claim.

Using now the topological characterization of U.E.C. (Proposition 0.3) we get that

the set ê (K ) is U.E.C. The proof of the proposition is complete.

1.5. Proposition. Let K be a weakly compact subset of a B-space X which is U. E.C.

Then the set Kx = co(K) is also U.E.C.

Proof. We denote, as usual, the set of all regular probability measures defined on

the space K endowed with the w* topology by MX(K). As it has been proved in [5]

for K a U.E.C. set, the set MX(K) is also U.E.C. Consider now the map F:

MX+(K) -* co(K) which sends the measure ¡u to its barycenter. It is well known that

F is w* - w continuous and onto [15]. Therefore, co(K) is U.E.C. since it is the

continuous image of MX( K ) [5].

1.6. Lemma. Let K be a subset of cQ(Y) and let Lx, L2,... ,L„ be pairwise disjoint

finite subsets of Y. We assume that pxIL + • • • + p„IL G co(S(K)). If a satisfies

0 < a < min{ px,.. .,/>„}, then

«•(',,+ ••• + /,„) g œi^Â-)).

—
Proof. First notice that, for x g co(cf(K)) and a subset A of Y,

x\À = {(x\A + x\Ac) +(x\A - x\Ac))/2 g œ(cf(K)).

Subsequently, suppose* = pxI¡   +  ■ ■ • + p„ + xIL     belongs to co(S(K)) and a g R

satisfies a < px < ■ ■ ■  < p„+l. Observe that the element

y  = Er7X  +  E2-¡r1(PlILl)=PJt^L,  + TTÍft'L,   +    •••   +  Pn+lh,J
Pi Pi ~      Pi

also belongs to co(S(K)). Hence the lemma follows by induction.

1.7. Theorem. Let K be a weakly compact subset of c0(Y). The following are

equivalent.

(1) The set K is U.E.C.

(2) For every e > 0 there exists a decomposition {rj,e>: m G N} of the set Y and a

sequence {k(m, e): m g N} of natural numbers so that for every x in K and m G N

card{y g rj,f): |x(y)| > e} < k(m, e).

Proof. We may assume that ||x|| < 1 for all x g K.

(2) => (1). For « g N we set A„ = {j G Z: -(« + 1) <j < n + 1, j' * 0,-1} and

for y g T and / G A„ we define

V;\t = {x G K:j/n < x(y) < (j + 1)/«}.

It is easy to see that the family of open Fa sets
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separates the points of the set K. For («, m) g N2 we set

■*(„.«>= {V;:/y c Y?/"'and j^A„).

Obviously, {^„,„I)}(„,m)eN2 defines a decomposition of the family Jf and each

■^o>, m) 's {k(m, 1/n) ■ card ^„)-finite. Proposition 0.3 now implies that the set K is

U.E.C.

(1) => (2). Consider the set Kx = cô(ef(A: U {ey y g Y})). Propositions 1.3 and

1.5 imply that the set Kx is U.E.C. Hence there exists a homeomorphism /:

Kx -> /2(A)satisfying/(0) = 0 and ||/(x)|| < 1 for every x G Kx.

For a fixed number a, 0 < e < 1, and any y g Y, we set V = {x G Kx: \x(y)\ >

e/4} and dy = eey/2. Choose an open neighborhood Wy of f(dy) contained in the

setf[Vy] with the form

Wy={y^f[Kx]:\f(dy)(Xy)-y(Xy)\<ey,i=l,...,ny},

where X\,...,Xy„  g A and ey > 0. Notice that 0 G W. Hence, for at least one

f'0 G {1.n  },f(d \Xy¡ ) ¥= 0. Therefore we may choose ey so that, settingXy  = X ,

0 < ey < \f(dx)(Xy)\/2. °
So for any y g W we have

(*) |y(AY)|>|/(dy)(AY)|/2.

For each y g r choose U an open basic neighborhood of dy so that U c /_I(W )

c Ky and with the form

t/Y = (x g ^: |jc(Yy)| < e\ foryy g 5y\{y}(£ - ey)/2 < x(y) < (E + e\)/2],

where 5y is a finite subset of Y containing y and 0 < ey < e/2.

Notice that the set {f(dy): y g Y} is a weakly discrete subset of /2(A) and

{/(</): y G T} U {0} is weakly compact. Therefore, for any yef the set

Ay= {8<EY:f(d8)(Xy)>2ey}

is finite.

For «, m natural numbers, set

rtf,,, = {y e T: |/UY)(AY)| > 1/«, card(5y U Ay) < m).

It is obvious that

r =    I )    r(t)
(u.m)eN2

Claim. For any x g Kx

card{yGr,::»,:|x(y)!>£} < (2«)2m.

Proof of the Claim. Suppose on the contrary that the Claim fails for a pair

(n,m). This means that there exists x g Kx such that for the set A = {y g T$my

\x(y)\ > e} we have card A > (2n)2m. We apply Lemma 0.2 to the family {5y U Ay:

y g A } and we get a subset B of A with card B = (2«)2 such that y, G 5y2 U ,4y2 for

Yi * Y2 e 5.
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We show that f)y<=BUy ¥= 0. Indeed, let xx = \x\. Clearly xx g Kx and hence

(Lemma 1.6) xx\B g Kx; from this we get that the element y = eIB/2 g Kx. It is

easy to see that y g f*l eBí/Y and from this we have that f(y) g C\yeBWy. Conse-

quently, by (*), |/(y)(Ay)| > 1/2« holds for all y g B. We also notice that for any

y, ¥= y2 g B we have Ay # Ayi Hence

1 ^Af(y)\>[ E (/(y)(Ay))2)1/2> (cardÄ-^)      = 1.
\)E8 / \ (2«)    /

This contradiction proves the Claim and the proof of the theorem is complete.

The following theorem extends Theorem 1.7.

1.8. Theorem. Let Xbe a B-space with an unconditional basis {xy: y g Y) and let

K be a weakly compact subset of X. The following are equivalent.

(1) The set K is U.E.C.

(2) For every e > 0 there exists a decomposition {Yf„e): m g N} of Y and a sequence

{k(m): m G N} of natural numbers such that for any x g K

card/y G Yf,f]: \x*(x)\ > e\ < k(m).

Proof. We define a bounded linear one-to-one operator T: X —> c0(Y) with the

rule Tx(y) = x*(x). Applying Theorem 1.7 to the set T[K] which is homeomorphic

to the set K we get the desired result.

Restricting our interest to the class of U.E.C. sets containing only indicator

functions, Theorem 1.8 can be formulated as

1.9. Corollary. Consider a weakly compact subset K of a B-space X with an

unconditional basis {xy: y g Y} that has the form {/.: 5 g A}, for a family 2 of

subsets of the set Y. The set K is a U.E.C. set iff there exists a decomposition {Ym:

m G N} of Y and a sequence {k(m): m g N} of natural numbers satisfying

card(5n Ym) < k(m)        (Sea).

Applying Corollary 1.9 we simplify the example in [4] of a set K which is Eberlein

compact but not U.E.C.

1.10. Example. We denote by Y the set ri"_i{l,...,«}. A subsets of Y is said to

be admissible if it satisfies the following condition.

There exists a natural number n = n(A) so that for any x,

y G,4 with x =£ y we have x(j) = y(j) for j < n — 1 and

x(n)¥>y(n).

Consider the set K = {IA: A c Y, A is admissible}. We show that K is a weakly

compact subset of c0(r). To see this, we first notice that if A is not admissible, there

exist y,, y2, y3 elements of A so that the set {Yi, Y2, V3} also is not admissible.

Therefore the set K is a closed subset of the space {0, l}r endowed with the product

topology, and since the weak topology of c0(F) coincides with the pointwise

convergent topology we get that K is indeed weakly compact.
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It remains to show that K is not U.E.C. Assume that K is U.E.C. From Corollary

1.9 there exists a decomposition {Ym: m G N} of Y and natural numbers {k(m)}ff=x

so that card (A P Ym) < k(m) for any admissible set A and m g N. On the other

hand, by Baire's theorem there exists an m0 g N and a basic open subset V =

(nx,...,nk) X n^LA + 1{l,...,«} of T so that r„, P Fis dense in V. Hence we easily

see that the set Y„u¡ contains arbitrarily large admissible sets. This is a contradiction

and the proof is complete.

2. We are now going to apply Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 in order to get equivalent

U.C.E.D. norms on /¿-spaces. The results of this section also depend on two lemmas

of Troyanski [18]. For the sake of completeness we state them below.

2.1. Lemma [18]. // a B-space X admits a bounded linear one-to-one operator T:

X -* lx(Y)sothat:

For any e > 0 there exists a decomposition {rj,F): m g N} of Y with the property:

For any x g X, card{y g Yf//: ||7x(y)||> e||r||||x||} < m.

Then X admits an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm.

2.2. Lemma [18]. A B-space with an unconditional basis {xy: y G Y} admits an

equivalent U.C.E.D. norm iff:

For any e > 0 there exists a decomposition

{Y^-.m G N} of Y suchthat

for every m G N and subset { yx,..., ym } of Yf,f\

Lx
i

> —
E

2.3. Theorem. Any reflexive B-space X whose unit ball is a U.E.C. set admits an

equivalent U.C.E.D. norm.

Proof. By the fundamental theorem of Amir and Lindenstrauss [2] there exists a

bounded one-to-one operator T: X -* c0(r). We assume that ||r|| = 1 and hence the

set T[SX] is a U.E.C. subset of the unit ball of c0(r). A combination of Theorem 1.7

and Lemma 2.1 gives the desired result.

As we mentioned in the section of preliminaries, every 5-space X with a U.C.E.D.

norm satisfies the fixed point property. Hence Theorem 2.3 implies the following

corollary.

2.4. Corollary. Every reflexive B-space whose unit ball is a U.E.C. set admits an

equivalent norm satisfying the fixed point property.

The question whether the converse of Theorem 2.3 holds is still open. A partially

positive answer to this problem is given by the following result.

2.5. Theorem. Let X be a B-space with an unconditional basis. If X admits an

equivalent U.C.E.D. norm, then every weakly compact subset of Xis U.E.C.

Proof. Consider K weakly compact subset of X. The set K is bounded; therefore,

there exists ■& > 0 with \\x\\ < ê for every x G K. For fixed e > 0 set e' = e/& and
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define a decomposition {Yf,f ': m g N} of Y so that the conclusion of Lemma 2.2 is

satisfied.

We claim that for any x g K

card/y -if'). t*0)|> e) < m.

Assume that this is not the case. Then there are x0 g K and m0 G N so that for

the set A = (ye I^*': |x*(jc0)| > e} we have card A > m0. Since {xy}y^r is an

unconditional basis we get

> £
■yEA

^      0 <>> e— = tr.
e

This is a contradiction proving the Claim and the theorem.

In [13] an example is given of a reflexive /¿-space with an unconditional basis and

without an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. By the following result we show the existence

of such a /¿-space using factorization techniques from [6].

2.6. Corollary. There exists a reflexive B-space with an unconditional basis and

without an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm.

Proof. In [6] it is proved that every weakly compact set W is topologically

homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of a reflexive /¿-space X(W) with an

unconditional basis (see 3.4 below). Let W be the Benyamini-Starbird set (Example

1.10). Theorem 2.5 implies that X(W) does not admit an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm,

completing the proof.

The converse of Theorem 2.5 fails in general. We next give an example of a

5-space X with an unconditional basis so that every weakly compact subset of it is

U.E.C. but no equivalent U.C.E.D. norm is defined on X.

2.7. Example. Consider the set Y = 1I"_1{1,...,«} and define the family Si of

admissible sets in the same fashion as in Example 1.10. Namely, an A c Y is

admissible iff there exists n G N such that for any y1,y2 G A, yx # y2, we have

YiO) = Y2O)    totj<n       and       yx(n)±y2(n).

Define the /¿-space X as the completion of the space of all real valued functions <p

from T with finite support and with norm given by

sup   E I<p(y)I

Set ey = /{y) and notice that the family {ey: y g Y) is an unconditional basis for

the space X. Denote by W the /¿-space generated by the family {e*: y g Y} which,

of course, is an unconditional basis for the space W.

For any admissible subset B of Y it is easy to see that

= \B\    and 1.
I yeB
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Fact. Every weakly compact subset of W is metrizable and hence U.E.C

In order to prove it we need the following two lemmas.

Lemma A. For each infinite subset A of Y there is an infinite sequence (y ) c A so

that (ey)i is 2-equivalent to the unit vectors ofV^N).

Proof. Assume A is countable. We decompose the set A'31 of all three-point

subsets of A into two sets G, H as follows: We set {y,,y2,Y3) in G iff it is

admissible. By the well-known Ramsey theorem there exists an infinite subset £ of A

so that either £13] c G or £13' c //. The case £[3] c G implies that E is admissible

which is impossible. Hence the case £[31 c H remains which, equivalently, means

that any admissible subset of E contains at most two elements.

Consider the closed linear span Xr of the family {ey: y g E}. We show that XE is

2-equivalent to the space c0(N). Indeed, for any element cp of XE with finite support

we have

|M|=    sup    {|<jp(7l)|+ m(y2)|} <2sup!<p(y)¡<2||m|¡.
Y,.Y2e/: yeí

The family {ey: y g Y} is an unconditional basis for the space X. Hence the

family {e*: y g E} is 2-equivalent to the unit vectors of /'(N) and the proof of the

lemma is complete.

Lemma B. Let K be a weakly compact subset of a B-space X with an unconditional

basis {ey: y G Y). Then the set A = {e : 3x g K x(y) ¥= 0}U{0} is a-weakly

compact.

Proof. The set W = co(Sx(K)) is weakly compact [1]. Set A„ = {ey: 3iei

\x(y)\ > 1/«} and notice that (A„/n) U {0} is a subset of W. Hence A„ U {0} is

weakly compact provided that A„/n U {0} is a weakly closed subset of W. To see

this choose a sequence (ey) from A„. The only possible limit point for weakly

convergent subsequences of (ey/n)f=x is the element 0 g X. Therefore the set

(A„/n) U {0} is sequentially closed and by Eberlein's criteria [9] it is weakly closed.

Proof of the Fact. Consider a weakly compact subset K of W. We show that the

set

D = [e*: 3x g Kx(y) * 0}

is at most countable.

Indeed assuming that D is uncountable. Lemma B implies that there exists a

sequence (ey ) from D weakly convergent to zero. On the other hand, by Lemma A

we have that a subsequence (ey ) is equivalent to the unit vectors of ^(N). This is a

contradiction proving that D is countable and therefore K is U.C.E.D. as a subset of

a separable subspace of W.

We finally show that W does not admit an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. If it did,

then by Lemma 2.2 for e = \, there exists a decomposition {Yf,fh. m G N} so that

for each m g N, {y,,... ,ym) c rj,F) we have

> 2.
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On the other hand, using Baire's theorem we find m0 g N with T^1 containing

arbitrarily large admissible subsets. This is a contradiction since we have noted that

for any admissible set B we have |£y(Efie*|| = 1. This completes the proof of the

desired properties of the example.

2.8. Remark, (a) We still do not know if there exists a W.C.G. /¿-space X

containing only U.E.C. weakly compact subsets and not admitting an equivalent

U.C.E.D. norm. Candidates for counterexamples are the nonseparable Ll(p.)-spaces,

for ju finite measures. Indeed, the first author mentioned in the fourth section shows

that the weakly compact subsets of these spaces are U.E.C. The existence of an

equivalent U.C.E.D. norm on L}(p) does not seem known yet.

(b) The results of this section indicate a relation between the existence of a

U.C.E.D. norm on a 5-space X, which is a geometric property, and of the analytic

property that each weakly compact subset of X is U.E.C. The exact relation between

them is not clear to us. In the case of reflexive ./¿-spaces with an unconditional basis,

Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 show the equivalence of these properties.

We state below the main open questions.

2.9. Problem. Let A" be a /¿-space with a U.C.E.D. norm,

(i) Assuming that -Vis reflexive, is its unit ball U.E.C?

(ii) In general, does X contain only U.E.C. weakly compact subsets?

(c) The relation between U.E.C. sets and the fixed point property seems also

interesting. Related to this is the following problem.

2.10. Problem. Let A be a /¿-space containing only U.E.C. weakly compact

subsets. Does there exist an equivalent norm on it satisfying the fixed point

property?

3. In this section a new class of operators is introduced. We will call them

uniformly weakly compact and we investigate their factorization through "nice"

B- spaces.

3.1. Definition. A linear operator T: X -» F is called uniformly weakly compact if

the weak closure of the set T[SX] is a U.E.C. subset of the space Y.

3.2. Remark. Every U.W.C. operator is weakly compact. In general, the converse

is not correct. The factorization theorem (see Notation 3.3 below) implies that every

weakly compact subset of a /¿-space Y is U.E.C. iff any weakly compact operator

into y is U.W.C.

Our results are closely related to the factoring reflexive ß-space Y described in [6].

In the following notation we restate the main steps of the construction of this space

as well as its basic properties.

3.3. Notation. Fix a convex symmetric weakly compact subset W of a /¿-space

(A-, ||-II).
For each n = 1,2,... we denote by || • || „ the gauge of the set

V„ = 2"W + 2~"SX.

We define |||x||| = (I£_,||x||*)1/2 and we set Y = {x g X: \\\x\\\ < oo}. The following

properties are proved in [6].
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(1)    W  ÇZ    Sy.
(2)(Y, m - HI) is reflexive.

(3) The identity/: Y -> Ais continuous.

(4) Assume that X has an unconditional basis {xy: y g Y} and for any finite

F c T we have PF(W) c XFW. (Here, PF denotes the usual projection of A on to the

space generated by the set {xy: y g F}.) Then the set {xy: y g Y) P Y is an

unconditional basis for the space Y.

In the sequel, for given A and W, the letters and symbols Y, SY,j, V„, || ■ ||„ will be

used in their above defined context.

3.4. Remark. Consider a weakly compact subset K of a fi-space X with an

unconditional basis {xy: y g Y}. Abramovich [1] proved that the set SX(K) (see

Definition 1.1) is also weakly compact. Hence the set W = ¿>x(co(K U (-K)))

satisfies the assumptions of condition (4) in Notation 3.3 and, consequently, we

conclude that any Eberlein compact set K is homeomorphically embedded into a

reflexive /¿-space Y with an unconditional basis [10].

3.5. Lemma. Consider a convex symmetric weakly compact subset W of a B-space X

which is U. E.C. Then the unit ball SY of the factoring space Y is also U. E.C.

Proof. The identity map /: (F, ||| • |||) -» ( A, || ■ ||) is continuous. Therefore the

ß-space Z, the norm closure of/[y], is weakly compactly generated (W.C.G.) and by

[2] there is a linear one-to-one T: Z -» c0(r) with ||r|| = 1.

We wish to show that the weakly compact set T ° j[SY] satisfies condition (2) of

Theorem 1.7. By our assumptions the set IF is a U.E.C. subset of Z; hence, T[W]

satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 1.7. Set e = l/24"~ and we choose a decomposi-

tion {r^f>: m g N} so that for any x g W and m G N,

(*) card{yGr<f>: |F(x)(y)| > 1/24"2} < k(m).

Claim. For any x g Sy and m g N,

(**) card{yGr^:|F°/(x)(y)|>l/«} < k(m).

Proof of the Claim. Assume, on the contrary, that the relation ( * * ) fails for

some x0 g SY and m() g N.

For fixed k g N choose A > 0 such that x0 g XVk or, equivalently, x0 = X2kw +

2~kXy for some w g IF and y g Sx.

Notice that the last equality implies that y is an element of the space Z.

By the relation ( * ) and the choice of x0 we get a y0 g Ym such that

\T°j(x0)(y0)\>l/n    and    \T(w)(y0)\ < l/24"\

By the linearity of T we also have for all y g Y

T° /KXy) = A2AT(w)(y) + A2^T(y)(y).

Therefore for any ieN and X g R such that x g XVk we have that

1/« < A(2A/24": + 1/2A) < A(2724"2 + l).

Recall that ||x||A = inf{A: x G XVk}. Hence

l/«<||x0||A(2V24"2 + l).
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Therefore for k = 1,... ,4«2 the last inequality gives

IkilL > V2«;
hence,

— ill-*- oil
'. k■ = i

1/2 / 4„2 \ V2
,2

i >llkl = I E Will    £   E Will    > i.
W-i

This is a contradiction proving the Claim. The proof of the lemma follows from this

claim and Theorem 1.7.

The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.8.

3.6. Lemma. For any U.E.C. subset K of a B-space with an unconditional basis the

set £X(K) is also U.E.C.

We now pass to some consequences of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. Certain of them

improve corresponding results from [6].

3.7. Corollary. Every U.W.C. operator T: X -» Y can be factorized through a

reflexive B-space R(T) with an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. If, furthermore, Y has an

unconditional basis, then R(T) may be chosen with an unconditional basis.

3.8. Proposition. For any reflexive B-space X with an unconditional basis {xy:

y G T} there exists a reflexive B-space R(X) with an unconditional basis, an equiva-

lent U.C.E.D. norm and a linear bounded one-to-one operator T: R(X) -» X with

dense range.

Proof. We set K = {ey: y g Y} U {0} which is a U.E.C. subset of X. Consider

the factoring space R(X) corresponding to the set W = cfx(co(K U (-K))). The

space R( X) has an unconditional basis, and from Lemmas 3.5, 3.6 and Theorem 2.3

we get that R(X) admits an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. Finally, it is clear that the

identity map/: R( X) -> X has dense range.

3.9. Corollary. A B-space X is W.C.G. iff there exists a reflexive B-space R(X)

with an unconditional basis, a U.C.E.D. norm and a linear bounded one-to-one T:

R(X) -* X with dense range.

Proof. From the results of [6] there exists a space R( X) satisfying all the desired

properties except that of the U.C.E.D. norm. Applying Proposition 3.8 to space

R( X) we get the desired space R(X).

3.10. Remark. We conclude this section by giving two simple examples. The first

corresponds to Corollary 3.7 and the second to Corollary 3.9. Both show that, for

the spaces R(T) and R(X), it is not always possible to admit an equivalent

uniformly convex norm.

3.11. Example. We set X = (EqEQ © lq(Y))2 where Q denotes the rational

numbers q so that 1 < q < oo and Y is an infinite set. It is clear that the unit ball of

A is a U.E.C. set and its norm is U.C.E.D.

The space X does not admit an equivalent uniformly convex norm. Hence the

identity map j: X -* X is not factorized through any uniformly convexifiable

/¿-space.
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3.12. Remark. Assume that the set Y in the previous example is uncountable.

Then the conclusion is strengthened as follows:

The unit ball of the space X is not affinely homeomorphic in the weak topology to

a subset of any uniformly convex /¿-space.

We may derive this result by showing first that every uniformly convex /¿-space is

mapped by a linear bounded one-to-one operator into lp(A) for a suitable 1 < p < oo

[12].
Therefore any affine homeomorphism of Sx into a uniformly convex space Y

defines a bounded linear one-to-one operator T: X -* lp(A) for a suitable p with

1 < p < oo. This contradicts the choice of the space A.

3.13. Example. Consider the space C(K) of continuous real valued functions on a

compact set K which is Eberlein compact and not U.E.C. Then the reflexive /¿-space

R(C(K)) defined by Corollary 3.9 is not uniformly convexifiable.

To see this let T: R(C(K)) -» C(K) be a linear bounded operator with dense

range. We denote by T*: M(K) -» R*(C(K)) the conjugate of F which is one-to-one

and w*-continuous. Hence K is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of the

space R*(C(K)). Therefore R*(C(K)) is not uniformly convexifiable and by known

results R(C(K)) also is not uniformly convexifiable.

4. In this section we prove that the weakly compact subsets of L1(/i)-spaces are

U.E.C.

We start with some preliminaries.

4.1. We denote by L1{-1,1}' the /¿-space of all integrable real valued functions

defined on the compact group {-1,1}' supporting the Haar measure. We denote by

77,,,: {1,1}' —> {-1,1} the projection onto the /'-coordinate. For any 5c/ finite set

the 5-Walsh function is denoted by Ws = n,eS77{/}. It is well known that the family

{ Ws: 5 c /, 5 finite} defines a bounded one-to-one operator

T: LX{-1,1}' -> c0(Y),

where Y denotes the set of all finite subsets of / and, for 5 g Y, 7/(5) = // • Ws ■ dp.

4.2. We will use the following well-known characterization of weakly compact

subsets of Ll(p):

A set K c L1(n) is weakly relatively compact iff for each e > 0 there exists

0(e) > 0 so that for all / G K and measurable sets V with ¡i(V) < 8(e) we have

Sv\f\ dp < e.
The first author thanks Professor S. Pichoredes for his help in the proof of the

next lemma.

4.3. Lemma. Let ft be a probability measure andf,fx,f2,..., f„ elements of Lco(fi) so

that

(l)f=r,Lxa,f„\\f\\x < l,\\f\\x = \\fj\\2 = 1 and

ffifjdp = 0   fori*j.
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(2) Given e > 0, there exists k G N so that for all measurable sets Vwith ju(F) < 1/k

f  l/l dix < E.
Jy

PutJ = {/ < «: |a,.| > 2e}; then\J\ < (A:/e)2.

Proof. We set A = {x: \f(x)\ > k). We notice that kp(A) < JA\f(t)\dp < 1,

hence ¡x(A) < 1/k. Assume, on the contrary, that the conclusion of the lemma fails.

Consider the function <¡> = fIA. and observe that

(*) \\f-<p\\x<E.

Extend the family {f,}"=x to a complete biorthogonal system of L2(ju), say

{/,}; = . U{/W Therefore

n

<i> = E bjf + E bjfj.
¡-1 JGJ

By ( * ) it follows that for 1 < / < « we have \b, - a¡\ < e, and therefore

/,>||<i»L>W2>(Eö,2)1/2>e|/|1/2.

This is a contradiction proving the lemma.

4.4. Theorem. Every weakly compact subset of Lf {-1,1}' is U.E.C.

Proof. Let K be a weakly compact subset of L1{-1,1}' with ||/|| < 1 for all

/ g K. We denote by T: L1{-1,1}/ -» c0(r) the operator defined in 4.1. For fixed

e > 0 there exists, by 4.2, a k G N so that for every / g K and any measurable set V

satisfying p(V) < 1/k we have fv\f\ dp < e/4. We claim that

(*) \{S<EY:Tf(S)> £}\<4k2/£2.

To show this choose a finite linear combination h = E"=1a,LFs of Walsh functions so

that ||« - /|| < e/4 and \\h\\ < 1. Notice that ¡v\h\ dii < e/2 whenever jtt(F) < 1/k;

therefore, applying Lemma 4.3 we get

|{i: 1 < / < «|a,| > e}| < 4A:2/e2.

We also remark that

n

/ = i

(Here ev denotes the 5,-unit vector of c0(r).)
II ■ II

Let {h„ }ff= x be a sequence of linear combinations of Walsh functions so that h„ -» /

and ||/ - h„\\x < e/4. Then Th„ -» Tf and each Th„ satisfies property (*). Hence Tf

itself satisfies property (*), and by Theorem 1.7 we get the desired result. The proof

of the theorem is now complete.
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4.5. Remark, (a) A combination of Maharam's theorem and Kakutani's represen-

tation theorem allows us to extend the result of Theorem 4.4 to arbitrary Ll(p)-space.

(b) Notice that the proof of Theorem 4.4 actually shows that if K c L1{-l,l}/is a

weakly compact set and e > 0 is given, then there exists a natural number N(K, e) so

that for all/g K

|{5 c/: |7/(5)| >e}| <N(K,e).

Here F denotes the operator defined in 4.1.

We finish this section with some remarks related to possible renormings of Lí(¡x).

4.6. Remark, (a) As we have noticed in Remark 2.8 we do not know whether or

not every Ll(p)-space admits an equivalent U.C.E.D. norm. We can show that Day's

strictly convex norm [8] on L1(fi) fails to be U.C.E.D.

(b) It can be shown that Day's norm on L'(jli) satisfies the fixed point property.

More precisely every convex weakly compact subset of Ll(p) has normal structure

[8]. This is proved by using Theorem 4.4 and [19, Proposition 3.4].
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